Title word cross-reference

10 [91]. $102.50 [267, 268]. 11 [95]. 12 [101].
13 [103]. 14 [107]. 15 [112]. 16 [117]. 18 [125].
[320]. 4 [54]. 5 [61]. 6 [66]. 7 [72]. $74.25
[318]. 8 [77]. 1 2065. 2 466. 3 492. 1
[944]. $\text{fun} [1352]. \text{SCR} [1723]. \mathcal{M} [1894].
CSP [1280]. \Delta IC [879]. E3 [523]. j
[1050, 1534]. k [1890]. l [146]. n [585]. n
[1354]. $\pi [716, 574]. \pi Z [1467]. Z [530].

-calculus [716, 574, 146]. -driven [1507].
-functors [1894]. -induction-based [1890].
-protocol [1354]. -selected [669].

.NET [1085, 1074].
[324, 1498]. Algebras [1599, 382, 2198].

ALGOL [224]. ALGOL-like [224].


Algorithmic [2035, 2159, 49, 173].


AltaRica [1841]. Alternating [1188].

Alternating-time [1188]. alternation [672, 2179]. alternation-free [672].

Alternative [12, 39, 19]. Alvey [295].

Alvey-Britain [295]. always [698].

Ambient [1487, 1492, 1309]. ambient [684, 686].

Ambiguity [2022, 901, 1169, 1165]. American [318].

Amir [1172]. among [1121, 1823, 1017].

Amstel [265]. Amsterdam [888, 267, 268, 1645]. analysers [2288].

analyses [2001, 1224, 2325, 579, 1765, 2349, 1903, 1239, 948].

Analysing [97, 1519, 127, 2016, 1168].


annotation-driven [1799]. annotations [1707]. Announcement [21, 35, 73, 292].

Announcements [50, 56]. annual [232]. anomalies [888]. Anomaly [140, 870].

Anonymous [1938, 1661]. Ansart [268].

ANSI [2063]. ant [1427]. anti [1640].


AOSE [1421]. API [2083, 1114, 2266, 1237].


Applying [864, 1631, 1305, 2103, 1104, 974].
Approaches

appropriate

approximate

approximated

approximately

Approximating

approximation

approximations

Apps

April

APSEC

Arbib

Arbiters

arc

arc-consistency

Architecting

Architectural

Architecture

architecture-based

Architecture-Driven

Architecture-level

Architectures

Arcot

areas

arena

argument

argument-based

Arithmetic

ARM

Arrays

Arrows

artefact

Article

artefact

artifacts

artificial

ARV

As-if-serial

Asf

Asia

Asia-Pacific

Asl/F

ASM

ASMs

ASP

Aspect

Aspect-oriented

AspectMaps

Aspect-oriented

AspectJ

Aspects

aspectual

Assembler

assembly

Assertion

Assertion-based

Assertional

Assign

Assisted

Assume

Assume-guarantee

Assumption

Assumption-commitment

Assured

Asynchronous

asynchronously

ATAM

ATL

atomic

atomicity

Attribute

Attributed

attributes

audio

Authentication

Authenticating

Authorization

AutoCRUD

Automata

Automated

Automated

Automatic

Automated

Automated

Automized

Authoring

Auto

Authenticating

Authorize

Authorization

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto
bisimulation [235].
BITAM [816].
black-box [755].
Blackwell [142].
Blackboard [1986].
Black-box [235].
bisimulation [235].
BITAM [816].
black-box [755].
Blackwell [142].
Blackboard [1986].
clouds [1991]. cluster [1897, 2268, 1305].
Clustering [654]. CM [1919]. Co [1893].
Co-evolving [1893]. Coad [246].
coalgebraically [1502]. coalgebras [1461].
COBOL [657, 597]. COBOL/CICS [657].
Coccinelle [1660]. Code
[1896, 1074, 262, 578, 1585, 1849, 598, 919,
1541, 1202, 164, 1348, 1248, 1434, 1255, 1296,
1486, 596, 1640, 831, 1314, 1834, 1476, 1955,
1743, 1463, 687, 1900, 1899, 1734, 1317, 1125,
1450, 1551, 666, 1132, 1451, 1247, 2004, 1239,
2035, 876, 1786, 1031, 1290, 1407, 739].
code-first [1640]. code-improving [739].
coded [1898]. Coding [1660]. coercion
[1207]. Coevolution [1871]. cognitive
[1603]. cohesion [1124]. coinduction
[2026]. cold [1290]. colibri [1050]. colibri2
[1534]. collaboration [1308].
collaborations [2285]. Collaborative
[1961, 1539, 822, 1850, 1148, 1616, 1203, 992,
1178]. collect [497]. collected [1465, 291].
Collection
[6, 1541, 917, 967, 916, 1405, 1059].
collections [2249, 1963]. collective
[1146, 599]. Collider [1519]. Colloquium
[2355, 20]. colony [1427]. colored
[1324, 804]. colouring [1005].
combinability [1855]. combinational
[954]. Combinations [569, 917].
combinator [737]. Combinators
[1979, 1955, 1942, 1195, 146, 2250].
combined [2165]. Combining
[1389, 908, 2191, 1128, 1168, 1334, 1725, 677,
1911, 1238]. command [863, 451].
commands [1283, 843]. comment [962].
commercial [1880]. commitment [378].
Committee [402]. Common [2150, 835].
commonality [2175]. Communicating
[70, 33, 5, 254, 574, 90, 438, 322, 1108, 1359,
1345, 447, 126]. Communication
[25, 84, 327, 465, 786, 599, 646, 2098, 1431,
62, 463, 819, 2305, 432, 515].
Communication-Closed [25].
communications [1798]. community
[1617, 1048]. Commuting [2190]. Compact
[1222, 1292, 250, 1519]. Comparative
[236, 1681, 2335, 208]. comparator [1946].
Compared [396]. Comparing
[663, 1937, 240, 2342, 1232]. Comparison
[1646, 1132, 1521, 1442, 2189, 410, 548, 1441,
1592]. Compatibility
[604, 1361, 1354, 1673]. competitive [1412].
compilation [1417, 1314, 2210, 1125, 176].
compile [846]. compile-time [846].
compiled [2314]. Compiler
[524, 1162, 113, 356, 859, 1045, 678, 1032,
[1532]. compilers [1361, 869, 41].
Compiling [106, 469, 203]. Complete
[1469, 1077, 1695, 1859, 1936, 1721, 1703].
Completeness [1276]. completion [110].
Complex [119, 1295, 1420, 1527, 2330, 1523,
2077, 2092, 1984, 2047]. Complexity
[388, 23, 840, 1781, 1881, 1129, 1358, 2172,
Component [1702, 928, 1647, 622, 1969,
1254, 1214, 2031, 1191, 1378, 1653, 621, 1649,
796, 662, 895, 1656, 1282, 1374, 1906, 1343,
1806, 1113, 1658, 1805, 511, 1298, 1807, 1322,
788, 1970, 802, 2321, 1198, 2073, 1350, 1145,
879, 1522, 1972, 1973, 803, 2033, 1785, 1446,
1492, 1812, 1072, 800, 1380].
Component-Based
[1647, 621, 796, 662, 1374, 1906, 1113, 1805,
1298, 1807, 1322, 788, 1970, 2073, 1522, 1972,
2033, 1785, 1446, 1812, 1072].
component-interaction [1282].
component-oriented [1198]. components
[796, 784, 1583, 322, 590, 1511, 606, 795,
1532, 1213, 405, 877, 1184, 801, 817, 2344,
1847, 1872, 806, 550]. Composing
[883, 677, 934]. composite [852].
Composition
[378, 788, 804, 1430, 784, 1288, 638, 797,
1214, 2146, 1796, 733, 1301, 803, 798, 779,
807, 794, 801, 1837, 1738, 1412, 805].
Compositional [1485, 1658, 1524, 1431, 607,
1315, 1978, 1377, 1971, 2350, 1804, 709, 545,
data-aware [1985]. data-flow [476].

data-intensive [1799]. data-space [926].
database [1786, 2169, 722, 653, 1899, 654].
databases [1788, 48]. databases-with

data
\textit{now} [1490, 845]. data\textit{now-based} [1490].
dataspaces [664].
datatypes [1245].
David [48, 297, 166, 170].
deactivation [2215]. dead [687]. Deadlock
[1238, 482, 1825, 1522, 374]. Dealing
[1812, 32]. deals [810]. debate [266].
Debray [318]. Debt [2267]. debugger
[1924].

Debugging [1193, 2314, 2098, 595, 842, 1532, 1745, 2253].

Debugopt [2314]. decay [917]. December
[56]. decentralised [1797]. decentralized [1821]. decidability [1855].
decidable [1558]. Deciding [2124]. Decision
[1182, 2297, 1524, 487, 844, 1334, 1336].

Decision-making [1182, 2297].
declarations [1610]. Declarative
[2149, 1584, 1925, 2204, 1924, 2128, 1986].
decomposed [1697]. decomposing [322].
Decomposition [25]. decompositions
[344]. Decoupling [1056]. dedicated [1837].

Deductive [4, 1663]. deep [803]. defined
[1363, 1086, 2165]. Defining
[1517, 1218, 2292]. Definition
[2125, 991, 401, 245, 2046]. Definitional
[157]. definitions [241, 175]. deforestation
[2072, 503]. degradation [2201]. degree
[2175, 949]. degrees [1807]. del [391].
delayed [1247]. delaying [2019]. delays
[1902]. Delegates [2240]. Delegation
[1288, 350]. Delgado [171]. delimited [885].
delta [2284]. delta-oriented [2284].
demand [1848]. demand-driven [1848].
demonic [980, 981]. demonstration [2167].
denial [1194]. Denmark [2352].

Denotational [212, 216, 175, 183]. density
[1990]. deoptimization [1120].

Dependability [1662]. Dependence
[1344, 1897, 1457, 1015]. dependencies
[1637, 1445]. dependency
[484, 1005, 1224, 779]. Dependent
[427, 2206, 1343, 2098, 1588, 1757, 1103,
1512, 972]. deployed [777]. deployment
[1972, 658, 1529]. dereference [1848].

Derivation
[108, 2159, 326, 82, 30, 92, 197, 517, 186, 278,
256, 384, 1903, 315, 454, 148, 99]. derive
[1652]. derived [331, 1998]. Deriving
[568, 1497, 1596, 138, 1842, 424, 1721, 342, 121].

Describing [982]. Description
[1600, 385, 74, 1601, 1602, 245, 636, 267, 268, 301].

Descriptions [1607, 1480, 887, 1219].

Design
[598, 70, 419, 1614, 1641, 1095, 1199, 2278,
440, 762, 1994, 973, 796, 1905, 400, 1065, 423,
329, 1374, 746, 399, 770, 1836, 1806, 589,
1771, 265, 1420, 1296, 1113, 1615, 865, 571,
449, 347, 1606, 2233, 450, 244, 276, 1679, 321,
2354, 789, 2071, 405, 1556, 320, 1304, 327,
1864, 771, 1871, 613, 1652, 593, 1246, 63, 260,
277, 2048, 1315, 1732, 170, 1763, 1560, 397].
design-by-contract [1864]. Design-code
[598]. Design-time [762]. Designed [1618].

Designing [1888, 1200, 1493, 765, 362, 1968,
994, 118, 644, 1287]. designs
[1817, 1498, 1351]. DESOLA [1247].
destructive [191]. Destructively [150].
desynchronisation [1655]. detect [1898].

Detecting
[2175, 467, 175, 2274, 1017, 1732, 2261].
Detection [7, 888, 870, 599, 1047, 1711,
1961, 1132, 1165, 1267, 148, 2268, 1305].
detector [1731]. determination [606].
determinism [1356, 1277, 2188].

Deterministic [572, 1461, 1561]. develop
[1528, 1320]. developer [1727]. developers
[1665]. Developing
[27, 1155, 1435, 153, 337, 1774, 177, 1422,
1092, 1968, 1125, 1309, 1491]. Development
Ernest [390]. Errata [19]. Erratic [665].
Erratum [566, 471, 376, 1292, 781]. Error [135, 841, 2074, 90, 2280, 715, 1639, 790, 1719].
essence [778, 1873]. essential [1455, 2186, 156].
est [1525, 1043, 1076, 1173, 1814, 2097]. EST [1525]. EST-4 [2097]. established [998].
Establishing [846]. Estelle [268].
ESTEREL [329, 541]. estimate [1476]. estimating [489]. estimation [1156, 775].
Exact [1369, 2036, 1252]. example [225, 1339, 1069, 1091]. Examples [6, 326, 161]. Exception [7, 1586, 1636, 382, 1250, 1183, 1122, 1610].
exception-safety [1250]. Exceptions [38, 851, 428, 338, 935, 2042, 238, 489].
Experiences [910, 1555, 1382].
Experiment [462, 188, 1116, 1114, 1181, 1336, 1519]. experimental [2189, 960, 1165, 1816, 736, 1525, 1590, 1043, 1076, 1173, 1814, 2097].
experimenting [1150]. experiments [1616, 552, 729]. Explaining [435].
exploratory [653]. Exploring [2320, 1875].
Expressing [1382, 1019, 582]. Expression
Hennessy [205].
Hermes [1690].
Heterogeneous [2025, 2340, 1342, 1511, 1198, 1993, 2279].
heterotypic [1415].
heuristic [132, 2336].
Heuristics [311, 1476].
HI [1858, 1492].
HI-Maude [1858].
Hidden [1898].
Hierarchical [2323, 801, 1581, 1375, 1971, 2036, 1083, 1425, 1314, 2330].
hierarchies [317, 504].
Hierarchy [361, 476, 646].
High [1014, 1031, 1362, 1200, 907, 2073, 607, 1233, 592, 454, 2173, 170, 1404].
high-dimensional [2173].
High-fidelity [1031].
high-level [607, 1233, 592, 454].
high-performance [1362, 907, 170].
Higher [303, 104, 477, 2211, 36, 2121, 940, 2343, 715, 1765, 309, 819, 601, 1719, 737].
Higher-Order [104, 36, 477, 2211, 2121, 940, 715, 1765, 819, 601, 1719, 737].
highlight [1486].
Hill [79, 144].
Hille [194].
Hindley [146, 1721].
Hippocratic [1684].
historical [1383].
histories [2253].
history [1742, 972].
history-dependent [972].
Hoare [126, 219, 127, 1105].
Hoare-like [127].
Hoc [1190, 1986, 772].
HOL4 [1672].
holistic [1605].
Holland [267, 268].
home [1559].
homes [1017].
homogeneous [1846].
Homomorphisms [17, 525, 507].
hookable [1589].
horizon [611].
Horn [319, 2122].
Horner [387].
hosts [1189].
House [207].
Huffman [832].
human [727, 1639, 2214, 284].
humble [1268].
humorous [1268].
hurricane [2224].
Hybrid [1901, 2127, 2163, 1442, 1369, 1858, 1718, 585, 1523, 2028, 1698, 2127, 2213].
hygienic [1193, 1955].
hypergraph [1894, 642].

Ian [270, 288, 191].
ICFEM [1373].
ICO [1601].
IDE [2104].
idea [612].
idempotence [1356].
identical [1732].
identification [1445].
Identifier [1130].
identifiers [1568].
Identifying [2185].

identity [1441].
IEC [402, 1967].
IEEE [232].
IELR [1217].
if [1122].
IFC [731].
iFM09 [1279].
II [1375, 2127].
illustrated [1037, 1433].
immediate [1900].
immunity [727].
impact [1836, 2034, 655, 1479, 2111, 1680].
Imperative [647, 947, 525, 533, 1674, 1683, 944, 950, 2333, 410, 601, 813].
implement [907].
Implementability [139, 1940].
 Implementations [98, 1663, 332, 446, 1317, 1560].
implemented [2342].
Implementing [1801, 2098, 22, 774, 1473, 1028, 408, 1362, 507, 312].
Implications [1639, 2125].
Implicit [1073, 308, 920].
imPLICIT-INVOCATION [920].
implicitly [715].
importance [1065, 2350].
improve [2046, 1848, 1305].
Improved [2086, 1383, 481, 1317, 861, 1998].
Improvement [74, 2008].
Improvements [2150].
Improving [1471, 2001, 313, 1951, 1815, 1611, 2253, 1219, 1740, 2268, 1799, 1563, 2132, 780, 876, 739].
ImpUnity [496].
impure [1955].
IN-SITU [394].
Ince [228, 209].
include [2335].
including [1919].
inclusive [133].
inCode [2099].
incomplete [2291, 1936].
Incompleteness [1230].
inconsistencies [1296].
inconsistency [509, 627, 1472].
inconsistent [1348].
incorporated [1033].
incorporating [1383].
IncQuery [1818].
Increasing [1531, 41].
Incremental [2121, 1417, 1284, 1462, 593, 639, 65, 1109, 384, 161, 736].
incrementality [1775].
indentation [1129].
independence [222, 2083].
independency [41].
Independent [991, 1710, 2269, 2287, 480].
Index [539, 554, 567, 576, 688, 699, 705, 718, 81, 174, 220, 345, 346, 402, 414, 433, 587, 600, 19]
MyType [1438].


Observatory [1177]. observed [758]. ocaml [2331]. Occam [192, 155, 218, 516].


on-line [889, 520]. On-the-fly
Partially [1282, 474, 1260, 690, 52, 530, 908, 1701, 1988, 520, 527, 1576, 1290, 1716, 2118, 1954, 1259].

Partial-order [527]. partiality [523].


Petri [572, 1918, 1952, 2181, 2222, 2079, 2223, 2224, 1517, 2220, 607, 2219, 374, 1324, 804].


Precise. **Presentation** [1058, 1118]. **Practical** [1941, 575, 1946, 1958, 1361, 1561, 1475, 2274, 253, 1237].

**Practice** [2149, 1286, 1584, 744, 1925, 2204, 1513, 1553, 2267, 1873, 1999, 617, 1166, 1404, 2199].

practices [820, 1629, 1876, 1878].

pragmatic [690]. Pre [2222, 2020].

pre-orders [2020]. Pre-synthesis [2222].

Precise [839, 2092]. Precisely [230].

precision [2086, 1848]. precompiler [1083].

precondition [1459]. preconditions [1633, 363].

Predicate [393, 471, 359, 601, 1281, 375, 390].

predicates [2001, 1363, 2165]. Predicting [1299]. prediction [1648, 535, 2263, 1812].

Predictive [1458, 2102]. Preecce [284].


preprocessor [842, 1128]. presence [1445, 523, 1494, 578, 2035].


PRIMA [639]. PRIMA-UML [639].


Principal [381]. Principled [1778, 816].

Principles [1286, 59, 748, 432, 2149, 1584, 1925, 2204, 141, 226]. printing [1080].

priorities [1324]. prioritization [1383].

prioritized [1324]. prioritized-time [1324].

privacy [2185, 1627, 1372, 1938].

Probabilistic [870, 451, 1787, 1105].

probability [1595]. Problem [478, 8, 102, 23, 57, 1882, 274, 89, 399, 1146, 158, 497, 737, 2176].

problems [221, 2152, 865, 354, 1382, 310]. procedural [1822, 2035].

procedure [1985, 458, 110].

Procedures [964, 162, 509, 134, 319, 1015, 607, 1867, 1334, 2176].

Proceedings [2355, 318, 2356, 2352].


Process-aware [1688, 2056].

process-theoretic [1988]. Processes


QuPreSS [2102].


Systolic [437, 274, 256, 276, 279].

Systolic [437, 274, 256, 276, 279].
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